MUCH MORE
THAN A
CHARGING
STATION

Secure, Manage And
Synchronize Your
Entire Fleet Of Devices
WITH THE M3 PLATFORM.

Ensure your teams always
have ready-to-go devices
THE M3 PLATFORM lets you
synchronize, secure and manage
all of your mobile tools.
The M3 Platform is a robust system that lets you take
full control of your fleet of mobile phones, tablets
and laptops to ensure your mission critical tools
are always synched up and ready for business.
Get rid of the endless hours spent manually updating
your fleet of devices and rollout new updates faster
to ensure your team can rely on ready-to-use devices
at all times.
The M3 Platform can be leveraged anywhere
mobile devices are used in critical & data sensitive
applications or as an integral part of your team’s
smooth operations such as the aviation industry, the
military, smart factories, and even the health sector.

A powerful platform
that just works.
The M3 PLATFORM ensures
maximum device availability and
synchronicity, reduces pressure on
IT departments and increases the
efficiency of your technical teams.

Airline companies can greatly benefit from the M3 Platform by providing technical
maintenance crews with up-to-date and ready-to-use devices all times.

Manage critical aircraft maintenances documents and update technical
publications for mechanics with ease.

Update in-flight procedures, instructions, and safety guidelines for
onboard flight crews. Provide ongoing training for MRO technical staff.

Keep your devices up-to-date. Automate content or OS deployments
remotely across your entire network.

Ensure access control to all devices and secure your content with
administrative permission tools for maximum security.

Eliminate device-downtime by scheduling content updates for immediate
or off-hour delivery.

Detailed device tracking and usage reports available for all devices across
your network.


LAPTOPS



TABLETS



PHONES

SYNCHRONIZE  SECURE  MANAGE
WITH THE M3 PLATFORM

Charging station
for laptops, tablets,
smartphones and other
portable devices.

Device agnostic,
supports all major OS
and manufacturers.

Key card access for
secure usage.

Robust enclosure
protects from wear
and tear.

Can be customized
to any combination
of devices.

Connects to any
network locally
or internationally.

Visit us at www.m3-solutions.net for more information.

